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502150 Publication covers:
- What is a waiver.
- Waiver considerations.
- Types of Waivers.
- How to request a waiver.
  
  • **KDB Inquiry System is not designed to process or issue waiver request.**
- How to file a 731 application under a waiver.
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731 Considerations

Equipment Authorization 731 Considerations:

1. When the waiver does not stipulate specific 'Grantee: Application justification can be in the form of a (1) letter of consent from the licensee granted a Licensing waiver and (2) an attestation explaining how the grantee will comply with the Licensing waiver conditions/requirements.

2. If a waiver condition identifies that equipment authorization, then only the party issued the waiver can obtain an equipment authorization.
Select "yes" for the Form 731 question: “Is there an equipment authorization waiver associated with this application?”

Select “yes” for the Form 731 question: “If there is an equipment authorization waiver associated with this application, has the associated waiver been approved and all information uploaded?”

Identify the waiver in the grant comment by the FCC order number or public notice number.

Apply the two-character grant note WV to the technical specification row(s).

Submit a copy of the waiver as a supporting attachment. The copy of the waiver may not be held confidential.

The supporting information in the Form 731 application should identify each waiver condition and provide a justification of how all conditions are compliant.

- If a waiver identifies the applicant, then that applicant or proof of name change if applicable.
- If the waiver is licensing waiver, then a letter of consent from the licensee and an attestation explaining how the grantee will comply with the Licensing waiver conditions/requirements.
Questions and Answers
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